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Eerie Roman and American Parallels—
End of the American Empire
Our father in heaven, blessed and holy is your name. Thy kingdom come, thy will be
done on earth as it is in heaven. We greatly desire your understanding and wisdom of
your purpose and plan for our lives and ask you in prayer to pour out your Spirit of love
and joy and peace upon us. Thank you Eternal God, in Yeshua’s name, for your holy
words of life and hearing our prayer of supplication and praise. Amen.
The first day of the Hebrew new year (fall to fall reckoning) Yom Teruah, the first annual
holy day of the festival cycle is less than two weeks away on Tishri 1 which will also be
the new moon day. We will have services on that day at 11 a.m. PST with telephone
conference hook-up as well as U-Tube live streaming. If the new moon crescent is not
seen in Jerusalem on the 29th day of this month then it will be the next day (30th). Often in
Judaism two days are kept in observance of Rosh Hashanah to be sure to observe the
right day. With the advanced technology in communication that we have today, we can
know within a few minutes whether the new moon is seen Monday evening.
By all accounts we are living in a very critical time in the earth’s history. People are
aware that something is going on, yet a large part of the world is blinded to understanding
the times in which they are living and continue to rebel against the things of God. Since
Elul is the last month of the year and immediately precedes Rosh Hashanah –Day of
Judgment for the entire world’s inhabitants is historically a time for repentance and
associated with divine pardon and dedicated to returning to God. Teshuva means
returning to God. When Moses upon coming down Mt. Sinai saw the people dancing
around a golden calf committing idolatry, he shattered the Tablets of the Law he was
carrying because the people were not worthy of God’s divine laws and had sinned a great
sin.
Then Moses stood in the gate of the camp, and said, “Who is on the Lord’s side? Let him
come to me.” All the sons of Levi came to him and consecrated themselves to the Lord
and did according to the word of Moses and slew the idolaters; about three thousand men
were slain that day. Thereupon, on the first day of Elul Moses ascended the mountain
again to make atonement for their sin and pleaded for divine mercy for Israel. God
responded by telling Moses to “carve out two stone tablets just like the first ones”
(Exodus 34:1). This happened on the first day of Elul. This time Israel remembered how
they went astray, and eagerly awaited Moses’ return blowing the shofar every day in
anticipation of his return. After a sojourn of forty days on the mountain, Moses came
down with the second set of tablets engraved by the very finger of God, on the tenth of
Tishri, Yom Kippur, as proof that God had forgiven the sin of the Golden Calf. This
manifestation of supreme divine pardon marks these forty days as a period of selfexamination, repentance, and forgiveness. Yom Kippur (The Day of Atonement) became

the day of reconciliation and forgiveness (a holy day) ever since. Yom Teruah (Trumpets)
is a day of crying and shouting.
Elul always has 29 days and 2015 is a Shemitah year. Yesterday was 9/11/01 the date the
Twin Trade Towers in New York City were destroyed 14 years ago (two Shemitah
cycles). This coming Monday, September 14 (Elul 29) will be the end of another
Shemitah year cycle which means the year of release of debt when all debts are to be
cancelled. Both 2001 and 2008 were Shemitah years when the stock market fell at the
end of each of those years, with the second greater than the first. Many have predicted a
third successive fall at the end of Elul 29, 2015 with the possible finish of America’s
economic and military power as we know it bringing about the sunset of the American
Empire as we know it. America is being destroyed from within by our leadership, and it
is because of our wayward behavior in turning from God and his laws—his
commandments and Torah.
Just recently, Charisma magazine printed an article stating that one out of ten searches on
Google was for the word shemitah. People around the world are interested in this word
shemitah which denotes the Sabbatical year and what it means. What they are finding is
that Shemitah means a shaking. As we come up to the end of this year the global stock
markets have been shaking—moving rapidly up and down crazily. Rabbi Jonathan Cahn
says in his book, The Mystery of the Shemitah (published in 2014) that it is indicative of
God’s judgment on an unrepentant America. America has ultimately defied God with
legalized abortion leading to the death of 50 million babies, removed God from the public
square, and at the end of June this current year the American Supreme Court legalized
same sex marriage striking down the marriage covenant between a man and woman. This
is an abomination before God. Do you think God is going to ignore what mankind and
his people, Israel (America and Great Britain) are doing in trampling on his laws and
defying Him?
After the twin towers were destroyed by fanatics of Wahabbism Muslim Islamists,
America in unity defiantly rebuilt a taller tower of 1,776 feet at the same spot—a new
“Tower of Babel”. As America has rejected God’s ways, defied His will and hardened
itself to His calling, the Shemitah manifests in the form of judgment. Furthermore, the
White House was prepared and ready in advance of the Supreme Court decision making
same sex marriage legal and that same evening, the White House was flooded by
spotlights using rainbow colors representing the rainbow which has been taken by
GLBT’s lobby as their mantra. This is open defiance. America is about to reap the curses
of disobedience.
The Shemitah was meant to be a blessing; a year of release from debt, relaxation and like
a Sabbatical – time to get close to God. Every week we have six days of work and the
seventh is a Sabbath day of rest from work—and time to reconnect with God. We also
have been instructed to take a year of rest every seventh year and spend time concerning
the things of God; to research, meditate, study, pray and research drawing loser to Him
and His divine way. This is what this season of the year is all about.
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The Feast of Trumpets (Yom Teruah) coming up, and the first holy day of the fall
festivals is the calling of God’s people to repentance and the blowing of the shofar to
warn the people to get ready for judgment. It is a time of searching the heart to see if
there is anything evil or corrupt that needs to be rooted out of heart or mind. It is a time to
repent and be forgiven and enter into life with a positive attitude because the slate has
been wiped clean through the power of sincere, godly repentance and forgiveness. The
bal teshuva is the man who sins and then repents from the bottom of his heart. God loves
a repentant sinner.
Psalm 5l—the greatest example of a bal teshuva is King David himself. We read in the
scriptures that he cried out to God — fasted and prayed and repented with his whole heart
after his sin with Bathsheba. The master of repentance is one who really repents from the
bottom of his feet to the crown of his head. God is not through with America. We are
entering the days of judgment. God wants to bring us to repentance, and we won’t repent
as a nation until we are stressed, until we are disciplined, until we suffer. That is a lesson
from the Bible in Leviticus 26 and Deuteronomy 28. When God speaks, then people sit
up and pay attention—take notice and listen.
When my son was about eleven years old, I asked him to come and help me with the
harvesting of the garden produce and he did not. Again I asked him to come and he did
not come. I sprang into action, grabbed a long flexible sapling and bent him over my knee
and applied a little discipline and he got the point. There was no further problem in
helping me harvest the squash and garden produce as I had asked him to do. Years earlier
when I was about nine years of age, my father, a Naval officer was home on furlough
from Formosa and heard me make a comment in marching through the house. I do not
remember why I was feeling cocky and acting like a smart-aleck and said something like,
“I don’t love America. What has America ever done for me?” My father just exploded
where he was sitting at the dinner table, jumped up from the table with fire in his eye and
demanded: “What did you say?” He grabbed me by the collar around the scruff of my
neck and hauled me into the bedroom, put me over his knee and used my mother’s hair
brush on my backside, to the point that I thought I might not be able to sit down again. I
learned a lesson from that—learn to love your people and love your country! My Dad
was a patriot, and I became a patriot and love America.
I hate to see what is happening to America today. God hates to see what is happening to
his favored people and country. It is being destroyed from within by the enemies of God
and the servants of Satan the devil. God is going to punish us until we learn our lesson.
He is not through with us yet.
Jonathan Cahn says, “We are witnessing what appears to be a perfect prophetic storm.
For years I have been warning America that we have been progressing down a course of
apostasy and judgment.” The harbingers have all manifested, the national departure from
God is accelerating and America’s relationship with Israel is at an all time low. Now,
with the striking down of the biblical definition of marriage the very order of God has
been usurped; we have crossed a fateful line. It is all converging together with the signs
that the apocalypse is beginning and we may be beginning the final seven years— the
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final Shemitah cycle of this civilization and the coming of the Messiah (the great Jubilee
year—total release from captivity). A Baptist Pastor in Odessa, Texas, says: “Rght now,
everyone who has got their ear in scripture and is listening to the Spirit of God, senses
something great, cataclysmic and something strategic is going to happen to this world.”
Forty-one percent of Americans believe events such as the return of Israel to nationhood
in the Middle East, the growing threat of war there, the widespread natural disasters we
are encountering today, and the serious threat of global depression are what the Bible
calls the “end-times and the last days”. The tetrad of blood moons in 2014 – 2015 is one
particular sign that trouble is beginning here and now.
Sir Isaac Newton (1643-1727), English scientist, physicist and mathematician is
recognized as one of the most influential scientists of all time and as a key figure in the
scientific revolution. His book Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica
(“Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy” first published in 1687, laid the
foundations for classical mechanics. Newton made contributions to optics; Newton's
Principia formulated the laws of motion and universal gravitation, which dominated
scientists' view of the physical universe for the next three centuries. and he shares credit
with Gottfried Leibniz for the development of calculus. Three hundred years ago, Newton
made a prediction in interpreting Daniel’s 70th week in Daniel 9. By taking the 70 weeks,
multiply it out from the rebuilding of Jerusalem, it becomes possible to calculate the
number of days till the time of the end.
Newton was a devout believer in Christ and Bible scholar, fluent in ancient languages
and who translated directly from the Hebrew and Greek. What Newton did not know is
that Jerusalem and the Temple Mount would be recovered by the Jews in The Six-Day
War in 1967 and become a part of Israel. Recall that in the 70 weeks paradigm, the
“seven” is seven weeks of years which is (7 x 7) forty-nine years. If you actually count
the days of Daniel 9 and the 70 weeks prophecy, 360 days equaling 360 prophetic years it
arrives at September 23, 2015, this year which according to the Jewish calendar is Yom
Kippur. For those who have eyes to see and ears to hear, it is time to wake up! Do not be
a skeptic. We are to be watching world events in line with the fulfillment of Bible
Prophecy.
2 Peter 3:3—“Knowing this first: that scoffers will come in the last days, walking
according to their own lusts and saying, ‘Where is the promise of His coming? For since
the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were from the beginning of creation.’ ”
That is like the voice of the skeptics and the scoffers – Darwinism, Uniformitarianism,
and Geology today. No need to worry, There is no such thing as the last days. Peter says
in verse 5, “For this they willfully forget: that by the word of God the heavens were of
old, and the earth standing out of water and in the water, by which the world that then
existed perished, being flooded with water. But the heavens and the earth which are now
preserved by the same word are reserved for fire until the day of judgment and
destruction of ungodly men. But, beloved, do not forget this one thing, that with the Lord
one day is as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day. The Lord is not slack
concerning His promise, as some count slackness, but is longsuffering toward us, not
willing that any should perish but that all should come to repentance.”
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Correction is long overdue. 2 Peter 3:13-15 —“we, according to His promise, look for
new heavens and a new earth in which righteousness dwells. Therefore, beloved, looking
forward to these things, be diligent to be found by Him in peace, without spot and
blameless; and consider that the longsuffering of our Lord is salvation.”
Meanwhile geopolitical experts are sounding the alarm of secret trade pacts, laws
undermining American sovereignty and upcoming U.N. Summit on what they call
“Sustainable Development” which in effect will bring about a coalition of a world state of
global world government. National sovereignty will be history—done away. America is
pursing global trade pacts today, transferring power to an elite set of people who dream
of writing rules in foreign capitals. The world today is definitely moving toward global
Marxism.
Lieutenant General William Jerry Boykin says, “Remember Carl Marx’s dream and goal
was to become god and destroy capitalism. Once you remove God you are on the path of
Marxism and Communism which is the end-time strategy of the enemy today. Called ‘the
push toward global governance’, it is just a sugar-coated term for world-government.
Humanity is being conditioned to think and believe in a one world society, with a global
government and cashless business, and a universal one-world religion like ancient NeoNimrodism.” We are headed back to that today. This system is mentioned in the book of
Revelation 17 and 18 and called Babylon the Great. In Isaiah 47 it is called the daughter
of Babylon or the End-time Babylon and is rapidly rising today. The stage is being set
now for the rising up of the world’s last dictator who the Bible calls the beast or
antichrist. He will control the economy and all the people of the entire world when he
comes to power.
The United Nations elects its next Secretary General in 2016. Secretary-General of the
United Nations (UNSG) is the head of the United Nations Secretariat, one of the principal
organs of the United Nations. The Secretary-General also acts as the de facto
spokesperson and leader of the United Nations. The current Secretary-General is Ban Kimoon of South Korea, who took office on 1 January 2007. His first term expired on 31
December 2011. He was re-elected, unopposed, to a second term on 21 June 2011which
expires on Dec 31, 2016. His successor will be appointed by the General Assembly in
2016 right after President Obama’s term expires Jan 20th, 2016. Obama became the first
sitting U.S. president to preside over a meeting of the United Nations Security Council
September 24, 2009. He is relatively still a young man and still has ambitions. He is
ready and needs a stage and platform…where better than becoming the new Secretary
General of the UN now being revamped, strengthened and reorganized…“ruling the
world.”
In Matthew 24:1-25 Christ told his disciples all these things about the signs of His
coming and the end of the age and to take heed that no one deceived them. “All these are
the beginning of sorrows.” The original Greek implies it is like the beginning of birth
pangs. “See that you are not troubled, for all these things must come to pass, but the end
is not yet. For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. And there
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will be famines, pestilences, and earthquakes in various places. Then they will deliver
you up to tribulation and kill you, and you will be hated by all nations for My name’s
sake. And then many will be offended, will betray one another, and will hate one
another. Then many false prophets will rise up and deceive many. And because
lawlessness will abound, the love of many will grow cold. But he who endures to the end
shall be saved. And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all the world as a
witness to all the nations, and then the end will come.”
The Jerusalem Report – The U.S. Congress is enabling President Obama to sign the deal
with the “Iranian devil”. Teheran threatens to strike America if we rush to defend the
Jewish state of Israel. The Obama Administration says they made this agreement to avert
war with Iran. History teaches us that buying time with an evil regime like modern Iran
doesn’t delay or prevent the inevitable conflict. It just makes the conflict more certain
when it occurs and more costly. The heat here is real, but it is not caused by climate
change. Iran is bragging and boasting about their new deal with the United States,
Europeans, Russians, Chinese and the U.N. because all these nations are in bed with Iran.
Iran states it will arm any group fighting against the United States!
Iranian Defense Minister Hossein Dehghan reiterated loud and clearly the official Iranian
position after the agreement that “under no circumstances will Iran refrain from
providing material and moral support to Hamas, Islamic Jihad and Hezbollah or to any
group of the resistance to the U.S. and Israel, and we plan to continue on this path.”
Dehghan also confirmed the United States will permanently remain the “Great Satan” to
the Iranian regime, explaining, “Ayatollah Khomeini called the U.S. the ‘Great Satan’.
This name was given on the principles of the holy Quran, which clearly points to Satanic
characteristics, conduct and goals. The minister explained the U.S. had earned this title
since, from the end of World War II, Washington had ‘dedicated itself’ to a policy of
instigating strife, discord and wars between the world’s nations … solely to serve
American interests.’ ”
Iran today is what might be called an apocalyptic regime and really does believe America
is the Great Satan and intends to see both America and Israel destroyed. Iran is looking
forward to furthering progress toward the Apocalypse and wants to bring about
Armageddon so their Mahdi (Twelfth Imam) — the prophesied redeemer of Islam
according to Islamic prophecy—that will come before the Day of Judgment (yawm alqiyamah / literally, the Day of Resurrection) and will wage war to rid the world of evil.
The 70th Regular Session of the UN General Assembly (UNGA 70) is scheduled to open
at UN Headquarters on Tuesday, 15 September 2015. Seventy is a fullness of time.
Daniel 9—the seventy weeks prophecy (prophetically, a day equals a year =70 years)
denotes the fulfillment of time. Shavuot means Feast of Pentecost which occurs once a
year. Seventy shavua (plural) equals seventy years. Seventy years from the time Israel
and Jerusalem and were founded in 1948 will bring us to 2018. But adding seventy years
(or Shavuot) from the founding of the United Nations in 1945 will bring us to the year
2015. This year is the 70 year of the United Nations which is also significant.
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What is going to happen this year at the 70th Session of the UN? On September 25, Pope
Francis will speak to the assembly and endorse a new UN document to eliminate world
poverty through economic principles according to Socialism entitled, Transforming Our
World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development which is ushering in the New
World Order agenda.
Sequence of events during September 2015 which are significant in heralding the New
World Order (one world government):
September 13—Climax of the Shemitah year with a partial solar eclipse that day
15—Conclusion of the largest ever military exercise in America/Jade Helm
15 CERN: The Large Hadron Collider, near Geneva, Switzerland is
investigating the “God particle”— the foundation of the Universe going where no man
has ever gone before and seeking a portal in the universe.
September 17—Obama’s deal with Iran is supposed to be voted on by Congress
September 23— Pope Francis (266th pope) will arrive in New York on the 266 day of the
year which happens to be Yom Kippur on the Jewish calendar, as well as the beginning
of a Muslim holiday (known as the feast of the sacrifice).
September 24—Pope Francis will address a joint session of the U.S. Congress
September 25—Pope Francis will deliver the key note speech for the U.N. on
Sustainability in N.Y.
September 28—Last of the blood moons of the blood moon tetrad will occur at the
beginning of the Feast of Tabernacles.
Patrick Wood, author of Technocracy Rising, uses Technocracy Rising to connect the
dots of modern globalization in a way that has never been seen before so that the reader
can clearly understand the globalization plan, its perpetrators and its intended endgame.
In the heat of the Great Depression during the 1930s, prominent scientists and engineers
proposed a utopian energy-based economic system called Technocracy that would be run
by those same scientists and engineers instead of elected politicians. Although this radical
movement lost momentum by 1940, it regained status when it was conceptually adopted
by the elitist Trilateral Commission (co-founded by Zbigniew Brzezinski and David
Rockefeller and the Trilateral Comission) in 1973 to be become its so-called “New
International Economic Order.” Their goal was the overthrow of capitalism and private
ownership of business and property and to eliminate the free enterprise system on a
global scale and replace the system with Marxism and Socialism.
It is not just to obtain a cleaner environment, but a vehicle to create a long thought New
International economic order—“A New World Order.” In the ensuing 41 years, the
modern expression of Technocracy and the New International Economic Order is clearly
seen in global programs such as Agenda 21, Sustainable Development, Green Economy,
Councils of Governments, Smart Growth, Smart Grid, Total Awareness surveillance
initiatives and more. Wood contends that the only logical outcome of Technocracy is
Scientific Dictatorship, as already seen in dystopian literature such as Brave New World
by Aldous Huxley (1932) and Nineteen Eighty-Four by George Orwell (1948), both of
whom looked straight into the face of Technocracy when it was still in its infancy.
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Pope Francis who is the first Jesuit Pope is well-known for his socialist leanings and his
desire to change the Vatican. Tom Horn says, the most recent encyclical on climate
change and the reshuffling of insiders and leaders may have something to do with what
may be about to occur on the global stage.
Malachi Martin, a former Jesuit and Catholic writer who is now deceased, said that the
Jesuits would use the Vatican, because the Vatican is not like any other denomination.
The Vatican has 90 ambassadors parked there on any single day. It has political
relationships with most of the nations of the world. Revelation 17 speaks of a harlot
sitting astride the nations committing fornications with the nations of the world. That is
the Vatican and The New World Order. The U.N. 2030 Agenda is to eliminate national
sovereignty and the middle class. The majority of Americans are completely unaware of
the U.N.’s plan to steal their freedom, abolish their liberty, and bring them into slavery
and transform the entire economic system of the world.
Pope Francis is part of that plot and President Obama is the political part of that plot.
U.N. Secretary General, Ban Ki-moon has appointed 27 eminent persons to the so called
high level political forum. They have come up with seventeen goals and 169 targets. Only
one American was appointed to this group, former Clinton Chief of Staff, John Podesta.
Podesta served as former President Bill Clinton's chief of staff for three years, joined
President Barack Obama's staff as a counselor (12/2013), Podestra, a Chicago native, has
served as an external adviser to Obama since working on the Obama-Biden transition to
office in 2008. He founded the Center for American Progress in 2003 and, since handing
off the presidency in 2011 to Neera Tanden, has served as chair and counselor to the leftleaning think tank.
Patrick Woods said the Republicans like Jeb Bush, Marco Rubio, and Chris Christy and
many others running for president would, if elected, follow through with the 2030
Agenda. There is no difference between the Republicans and the Democrats on that score
and they would go along with the plan. One of them could be elected president. We could
get another Bush in the White House to perpetuate the Bush legacy of being traitors to
America and following the New World Order which Bush, Sr. bragged about during the
Gulf War. These are the last days according to all the indications and the end of the
American Empire and American Dream. To bring about One World Government,
America has to be eclipsed and cut down to size.
In Matthew 24:12 Christ said “lawlessness (iniquity) will abound and the love of many
will grow cold.” He spoke of earthquakes and great natural disasters, disease epidemics,
and warfare. We are following in the footsteps of Sodom and Gomorrah which were
judged with fire from heaven. How can he not judge America? Planned Parenthood,
which is funded by the U.S. Government, has been exposed by hidden videos of selling
aborted babies’ butchered body parts to highest bidders. Where is the outcry of the
people? Where is the national repentance? President Obama says if our Congress tries to
defund Planned Parenthood he will shut down the government. God is going to have to
use judgment to wake us up, and millions will die before repenting before God who is
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going to take action to wake us up. We should be thankful that God cares and wants us to
repent. However, he will administer the rod of correction.
I am not alone in my opinion that the seven year Biblical tribulation is about to start,
probably with the conclusion of this Shemitah year. Add seven years to this year 2015
and the next Shemitah year will be 2022.
Daniel 9:27—“Then he shall confirm a covenant with many for one week; But in the
middle of the week He shall bring an end to sacrifice and offering. And on the wing of
abominations shall be one who makes desolate. Even until the consummation, which is
determined, is poured out on the desolate.” One week of seven days equals seven years
being fulfilled. Jesus Christ rebuked the leaders of our nation and the religious leaders,
saying they do not understand the signs of the times. All we have to do is look, observe
and ask, “what do these things mean?” Even Daniel’s seven week prophecy is based on
the Shemitah cycle. The one remaining week, which is seven years is the Great
Tribulation and will apparently coincide with the Shemitah week from 2015 to 2022.
Apparently during this seven year period, there will be a temple built in Jerusalem and
then the sacrifices will be interrupted and cease halfway through the seven years. That
would be about 2019.
America today looks a lot like ancient Rome. We not only have Roman symbols and
signs, but our Congress is patterned after a Roman form of government. Our architecture
in Washington, D.C. is patterned after ancient Greece and Rome, and America has eerie
parallels to the downfall of Rome. Just like happened in ancient Rome that brought in the
Barbarians and assimilated them, aliens are pouring into our country. At first the aliens
assimilated and learned the Latin language. Then they came so fast they didn’t bother to
learn Latin. The unity of the Roman Empire began to dissolve. Sound familiar? Droves of
aliens are being brought into America by the millions, and they do not bother to learn
English. The unity of America is threatened, and peace is beginning to dissolve in civil
violence and racial strife.
Rome had bread and circuses beginning in 123 BC. Millions of Romans depended on
welfare and monthly government handouts, like food stamps in America today.
Government freebies are being handed out to the immigrants and the poor. The middle
class is diminishing. Will and Ariel Durant wrote in their book The History of
Civilization, Lessons in History, page 92, “The concentration of population and poverty
in great cities may compel a government to choose between enfeebling the economy with
a dole or running the risk of riots and revolution. In ancient Rome the government
exploded. One Roman said, “Those who live at the expense of public funds are more
numerous than those who provide them.’ ” Sounds like America today. We are traveling
the path of Ancient Rome, where the value of human life became very low. Slavery and
sex traffic abounded. Slavery and sex traffic is abounding in America today.
The Roman economy stagnated from a large trade deficit. For the past seven years with
President Obama, the American economy has stagnated and gone backwards. Eventually
Rome could not print money fast enough, and just simply ran out of money. America is
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facing $201 trillion in unfunded liabilities—more than all the assets on planet earth! How
did we get into this position? Defiance and arrogance to the laws of God through a heart
of rebellion got us into this position. The time to repent, my friend, is today. Don’t put it
off until tomorrow. Make use of the days of Elul that are left. God is calling the house of
Israel. Will you chose life and call upon the name of the Lord and repent and be saved?
Or will you die?
Isaiah 55:6—“Seek the Lord while He may be found, Call upon Him while He is
near.” This is the message of the month of Elul. Take heart and praise God for His mercy

and love. Amen.
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